Magna-Admirals are the equal of Federation five-star grand admirals and command an entire theater of war.

Pente-Admirals are the equal of Federation four-star fleet admirals and command fleets of 20-50 ships.

Major-Admirals are the equal of Federation three-star vice admirals and command a wing of 12-25 ships.

Ante-Admirals are the equal of Federation two-star rear admirals and command a division of 6-10 ships.

Pente-Commanders are the captains of destroyers and lesser starships, or students at Imperial Command School.

Ante-Commanders (also known as Sub-Commanders) captain cruisers or other large ships in combat.

Major-Commanders are squadron leaders and command groups of three or four warships in combat.

Pente-Commanders are senior commodores who will never be promoted to admiral; they are often staff specialists.
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